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Investment & Trade Opportunities in Zambia 
Investment 
There are a number of commercial opportunities in Zambia’s emerging economy, including a rising 

middle class in urban population centers.  In general, most sectors are uncompetitive and are 

dominated by a few large players, leaving plenty of room for new market entrants. Market 

opportunities abound in the following sectors: 

Agriculture 
Zambia is endowed with a large land resource base of 42 million hectares of which only 1.5 million 

hectares is cultivated every year. There are abundant water resources for irrigation and the country 

has 40 percent of the water in Central and Southern Africa. The opportunities for agriculture 

investment in Zambia are vast.  

Given the vast resource endowment in terms of land, labour and water, Zambia has the potential to 

expand its agricultural production. Furthermore the country is bordered by eight countries and is a 

member of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) and the Southern African 

Development Community (SADC) it has market access to the European Union through the Everything 

but Arms (EBA) initiative, access to the US market through the African Growth Opportunities Act 

(AGOA) and access to the Chinese and Japanese markets through various initiatives.  

Furthermore the Government has embarked on a land development programme which involves 

opening up new farming blocks for commercial development and expansion of the agriculture sector. 

The following farm blocks have been identified for potential investors:  



 

Each farming block is designed to have at least one core large-scale farm (core venture) of 10,000 

hectares, several commercial farms of 1,000 to 5,000 hectares and small farm holdings of between 30 

to 3000 hectares preferably under out grower arrangements. Farm blocks provide both local and 

international investors ready access to already surveyed land for agro production purposes.   

The core investor being the lead investor will be expected to develop the infrastructure within the 

farm block and to manage the appropriate agro- business activities. The core venture will support the 

small, medium and large scale farms through an out grower scheme in producing and marketing their 

produce. The core venture will establish processing plants for value addition targeted at both the local 

and international markets.  

Currently, the government has identified three priority Farms Blocks - the Nansanga, Kalumwange and 

Luena blocks. For these three, the government is providing and installing basic infrastructure and 

facilities such as trunk roads, bridges, electricity, dams, schools and health centres. The other farm 

blocks will be developed in stages. Among the crops with potential prioritized for investments in the 

farm blocks include; wheat, sugar, cotton, coffee, tobacco, cashew nuts, cassava and 

horticultural/floricultural crops. 

Current Agriculture Activities by Province 
According the Central statistics office agricultural census (2010), Eastern Province accounted for 19.8 

percent of all the households growing maize followed by Southern Province which accounted for 13.0 

percent. Central and Western provinces accounted for 12.1 and 10.1 percent, respectively.  Lusaka 

Province had the lowest percentage of households growing maize at 4.3 percent. The majority of 



households growing groundnuts were in Eastern Province which accounted for 21.2 percent of the 

households. Southern and Northern provinces accounted for 12.8 and 12.5 percent, respectively.  

Lusaka Province had the lowest percentage of households growing groundnuts  at 3.2 percent. The 

majority of households growing sweet potatoes were recorded in the Central Province with 14.2 

percent of the households followed by Northern Province with 13.9 percent. The lowest percentage 

of households growing sweet potatoes was recorded in Lusaka Province with 3.7 percent. Some crops 

were more common in certain provinces than others. This could be due to prevailing favourable 

climatic and soil conditions among other reasons. 

Maize was grown by 19.8 percent of households in Eastern Province, 13.0 percent of households in 

Southern Province and 4.3 percent of agricultural households in Lusaka Province. Sorghum was 

common in Western Province grown by 23.1 percent of households and in Muchinga Province grown 

by 18.4 percent of agricultural households. It was less common in Lusaka Province where only 1.5 

percent of agricultural households grew sorghum. Millet was common in Northern and Muchinga 

provinces, grown by 30.9 and 25.6 percent of all agricultural households, respectively. Cassava 

growing was highest in Northern and Luapula provinces with 21.7 and 20.1 percent of all agricultural 

households growing the crop, respectively. Among non-food crops grown, cotton cultivation by 

households was highest in Eastern Province with 60.4 percent of  all households that grew cotton. 

Similarly, Eastern Province had the highest percentage of all households that grew both burley tobacco 

(56.4 percent) and Virginia tobacco (26.5 percent).  

Western Province had the highest percentage of households that grew rice (34.8 percent), followed 

by Northern Province (19.4 percent) and Muchinga Province (19.0 percent).  Growing of pineapples 

remains common in North Western Province (31.2 percent). Central Province had the highest 

percentage of agricultural households growing Sweet potatoes (14.2 percent), Wheat (16.1 percent), 

Paprika (18.3 percent) and Coffee (25.5 percent). 

Energy 
Demand for electricity has been growing at an annual rate of about 3% and generation development 

is starting to grow.  Investment opportunities include electricity generation, upstream and 

downstream petroleum, and renewable energies.  Demand for renewable energies has grown 

significantly.  Solar projects under private-public partnerships are ripe for development. 

Zambia has suitable climate for cultivation of bio-fuel crops. The country has vast land and about fresh 

water resources for the cultivation of the bio fuel crops. Projections show that only 11 percent of the 

arable land (about 46,000 square Km) would be required to satisfy the country's diesel consumption 

of 360 million litres per annum, with bio diesel.  



In order to enhance the Biofuels sector Government in process of declaring Biofuels sector a priority 

sector so that investors can benefit from the Zambia Development agency incentives which include 

tax waivers on capital equipment. The biofuels sector therefore offers a good opportunity for 

investment in the Zambian energy sector. 

Mining 
Zambia is the second largest copper producer in Africa and seventh largest in the world.  Fore ign Direct 

Investment (FDI), since privatization, totals more than $8 billion.  Opportunities exist in exploration, 

mine services, water management, engineering, construction, and environmental services.  

The complex geological evolution of Zambia together with its abundance and diversity of mineral and 

other natural resource deposits confirm the considerable potential for discovery of new economic 

resource occurrences through further exploration. Promising locations are being identified based on 

empirical models of known deposits and exploration targets are being formulated from other 

conceptual models. This potential is confirmed by the impressive number of new exploration 

companies working throughout the country.    

Zambia’s broad spectrum of mineral resources such as copper-cobalt and gold, gemstones, a variety 

of industrial minerals and potential energy resources including uranium, coal and hydrocarbons, 

presents excellent investment opportunities in the extraction and processing of these minerals in the 

country.  

Metallic Minerals  

Gold  

The majority of the deposits are lode-type bodies associated with the Mwembeshi Shear Zone and 

related syntectonic intrusions. Significant gold mineralisation also occurs, variously with copper and 

uranium, in major thrust zones near the base of the Katanga succession. More than 300 gold 

occurrences have been recorded but most are only prospects. Largest historical producers are 

Dunrobin (990kg) and Matala (225kg) in the Mumbwa area, Jessie (390kg) in the Rufunsa area, and 

Sasare (390kg) in eastern Zambia.  

Copper and Cobalt  

The copper-cobalt mineralisation is strata bound within arenites, shales, and carbonate rocks of the 

lower-Katanga Mine Series Group. Copper resources have also been identified in the thrust zones of 

north-western Zambia, which represent zones of detachment between Basement and Katanga 

sequences, and in western and central Zambia where shearing and intrusion emplacement through 

the lower Katanga succession have generated a considerable number of lode, stock work, breccias and 

skarn deposits. Other types of deposit include the disseminated copper mineralisation in the granites 



and aplites of the Mkushi area in central Zambia and copper-bearing stratiform sulphides in the Lusaka 

area. In excess of one billion tonnes of copper cobalt ore (c.2.7 % Cu) has been extracted from the 

mines of the Copperbelt and conservative estimates consider that a further two billion tonnes could 

be economically exploited.  

Zinc and Lead  
Carbonate-hosted Zn-Pb ore has been mined from the Kabwe deposit in central  Zambia where 11 Mt 

of ore averaged close to 25%Zn and 15%Pb. The strata bound mineralisation comprises massive, 

breccia and replacement sulphides within carbonate rocks marking the transition from Lower Roan to 

Upper Roan. Similar styles of mineralisation at the same stratigraphic position, some copper-rich, are 

evident through the Kabwe area and northwards to Kapiri Mposhi in central Zambia. Strata bound, 

probably exhalative, Cu-Pb-Zn deposits occur in Basement and Muva sequences in south-eastern 

Zambia. Carbonate hosted Pb-Zn mineralisation has also been recorded in Lower Roan limestone’s in 

the Copperbelt and in Lower Kundelungu rocks in western Zambia.  

Iron Ore  
Substantial resources of iron ore have been identified, occurring primarily as sedimentary ironstones 

in the lower-Katanga Mine Series successions of central and western Zambia. Total resources of more 

than 900 Mt with iron content of more than 50% have been provisionally estimated, with some 

individual deposits up to 200 Mt in size. Small, high-grade skarn and replacement deposits are 

associated with Pan-African felsic and mafic intrusions that have penetrated the lower Katanga 

succession in western Zambia particularly around the Hook Granite Complex.  

Manganese  

Occurrences are numerous but mostly small occurring as tabular, probably stratiform exhalative, 

deposits within Basement and Muva sequences, and supergene enrichments either capping low-grade 

sedimentary accumulations or concentrated within sub-vertical fractures of limited vertical extent. 

Currently small scale mining is being done in the Luapula Province in the north of Zambia, around a 

town called Mansa. Occurrences are also known around central Zambia stretching north wise towards 

the town of Mansa.   

Nickel and Platinum Group Elements  

Orth magmatic nickel occurrences are known in the Basement sequences south and east of Lusaka. 

Sediment-hosted nickel deposits in Mwashia and Mine Series rocks of north-western Zambia are 

associated with gabbroic intrusions and often show evidence of hydrothermal enrichment. Also, minor 

platinum group elements are produced as a by-product of copper refining on the major Copperbelt 

mines and from the Munali deposit, south of Lusaka.  



Gemstones  

Diamonds  

Alluvial diamonds have been reported throughout much of north-eastern and western Zambia. 

Kimberlite and lamproite intrusions occur within and near to the western flank of the Luangwa River 

and in southern Zambia but no diamond-bearing diatremes have yet been discovered.  

Emeralds  

Zambia produces about 20% of the world’s emeralds and they are sought after due to their deep green 

colour. The gemstones are recovered exclusively from the Ndola Rural area of the southern 

Copperbelt where they are hosted by Muva-age talc schist’s intruded by tourmaline- and phlogophite–

bearing pegmatite bodies. 

Other gemstones  
Aquamarine and tourmaline are mined in the Lundazi and Nyimba areas of eastern Zambia where they 

occur in pegmatite’s that were synchronous with the c.486Ma Sinda batholiths. Amethyst is currently 

being mined in the Mwakambiko Hills near Lake Kariba where it occurs in veins and stock works 

generated during late–Karoo or post-Karoo tectonism.  

Industrial Minerals  
Zambia is host to a range of industrial minerals which will help to support anticipated growth in the 

mining, manufacturing and agricultural sectors. Feldspars, silica sand, talc, barite, phosphate, 

limestone clays, dimension stone, graphite, gypsum, kyanite, asbestos, and fluorite are all present.  

 Feldspar is produced from two alkali-feldspar pegmatite deposits near Siavonga located in the 

southern part of the country and partially kaolinised pegmatite at Shipingu, near Kapiri 

Mposhi in central Zambia.  

 Sands of various specifications occur throughout Zambia but the only occurrence to have been 

exploited is a deposit of high-quality glass sand at Kapiri Mposhi in central Zambia.  

 Talc deposits in Zambia have not been extensively evaluated but range from talc derived 

during metamorphism of dolomites near Lusaka to a hydrothermally altered mafic to 

ultramafic intrusion, also in the Lusaka area and talc schist occurring in the footwall of copper 

mineralisation near Ndola.  

 A variety of barite deposit types are known, the most significant being the vein and 

replacement bodies hosted by red shale’s and marls of the Mporokoso Group within the 

Luongo Fold and Thrust Zone of the Bangweulu Block.  

 Apatite, the most important potential source of phosphate occurs in significant 

concentrations in syenitic intrusions (Chilembwe deposit near Petauke in eastern Zambia) and 



carbonatite bodies (Kaluwe in the Rufunsa-Feira area and Nkombwa Hill at the northern end 

of the Luangwa Rift.  

 Limestone and dolomite are abundant in the area around Lusaka and these and other deposits 

in Southern, North Western, Northern, and Luapula Provinces of the country have been 

identified as being suitable for cement and agricultural use.  

 Clay deposits. A considerable number of deposits of ball clay and brick clay are known but 

they have rarely been subjected to bench tests and firing tests. Large deposits of ball clay 

occur at Solwezi in north-western Zambia and at Kasanka, 60km north of Serenje in central 

Zambia. Kaolinite-rich clays have been recorded at Masuku in southern Zambia and near 

Shiwa Ngandu in Mpika town in northern Zambia. Brick clays are exploited at an artisanal level 

throughout the country.  

Information & Communication Technology (ICT) 

The ICT sector has seen growth as government has embarked on reforms and formation of an ICT 

policy. Opportunities include provision of retail fibre optic, mobile and internet service providers, 

software development, and ICT parks. 

Infrastructure 
Building and construction is the largest industrial sector.  Zambia has a national housing deficit of 1.3 

million.  Opportunities in the sector are led by demand in the mining industry, infrastructure 

development, residential buildings, and offices. 

The Link Zambia 8000 road Project also known as Accelerated  National   Roads  Construction 

Programme is a Project that the Government of the Republic of Zambia initiated in 2012 to accelerate 

road construction in the Country through the Road Development Agency (RDA). The Project was 

launched on 20th September, 2012. 

The Link Zambia 8000 Project seeks to achieve the fol lowing objectives: 

 Transform Zambia into a truly Land Linked Country  

 Create 24,000 JOBS especially among the youths § Promote growth of local contracting 

industry  

 Contribute to reduction of Road User Costs & transit times across Zambia  

 Create economic growth poles and wealth in outlying areas 

The Pave Zambia Project was conceptualized in 2011, with the primary objective of improving the 

condition of the Urban Road Network using concrete block paving technology to rehabilitate and 

construct urban and township roads in Zambia while simultaneously creating employment for the 



Zambian youths. It is a cheaper and less costly method of constructing roads specifically using 

Segmented Paving Blocks and Cobblestones. The Government of the Republic of Zambia, through the 

Road Development Agency, has begun to rehabilitate and construct 2000 km of Urban Roads using 

concrete block paving and cobblestone technology. 

Tourism 
Zambia’s tourism sector is currently one of the country’s growth potential areas. Zambia’s tourism 

potential draws from its natural environment, from which abound a variety of tourism attractions. 

Furthermore the country boasts of vast water falls, lakes and rivers, one of the largest concentrations 

of bird species in the world, a rich cultural heritage and several monuments spread across the country.  

Zambia’s geographic position, scale and offerings in terms of landscape, wildlife, flora and fauna as 

well as cultural experiences, means that there are multiple Unique Selling Propositions (USPs) that  can 

be leveraged to grow the sector. There are 20 National Parks and 34 Game Management Areas 

(GMAs), totaling 23 million hectares of land devoted to spectacular wildlife. Other offerings include 

vast Miombo woodlands, as well as vegetation and fauna that are unique to the region. There is vast 

diversity in animal species, including antelope (roan, sable, lechwe, sitangunga, defassa waterbuck 

and hartebeest); predators (cheetahs, lions, leopards and spotted hyena); and large populations of 

elephant, buffalo, zebra, crocodile and hippo.  

Zambia is home to a diverse population. Boasting 73 local languages, Zambia offers a rich array of 

traditional cultural festivities and events, including:  

• Kuomboka Ceremony (Western Province). The most famous and glamorous Kuomboka 

ceremony is held in March/April by the Lozi people to mark the migration from the flooded 

plains to higher ground.  

•  Nc’wala Ceremony (Eastern Province). Held every in February every year, it celebrates the 

harvest and is marked with impressive tribal dancing and traditional beer drinking.  

• Umutomboko Ceremony (Luapula Province). This is a two day ceremony which celebrates the 

advent of the Lunda and Luba people to Zambia from Kola in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo. The ceremony boasts not only traditional dances by the Royal Family but also 

traditional Lunda and Luba feasts, as well as a taste of the fascinating history of the Lunda 

people.  

• Likumbi Lya Mize Ceremony (North Western Province) comes from the tradition of boys’ 

initiation ceremonies and has vibrant market stalls of baskets, metalwork, traditional fabric 

and carvings. Masked dances and theatrical performances take place throughout the days and 

the meanings of the masks are shared with onlookers. The traditional dress is fascinating as 



are the range of artefacts on display. The ceremony climaxes on the Mize day (on the 

Saturday) with a royal Makishi parade for the Chiefs. 

Zambia is endowed with more than 20 magnificent waterfalls which are located in different parts of 

the country. These natural wonders have particular importance to the country in attracting tourists 

from all parts of the world. Investors are encouraged to establish their investments close to these 

natural wonders.  

The Victoria Falls  

The Victoria Falls, which is one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the World is ‘a must see’. At their 

peak, the Falls plunge into the Zambezi River at about 550,000 cubic meters per second. The impact 

of so intense that falling water raises a cloud of vapour that can be seen more than 30 kilometres 

away. It is because of this that the falls have been known for centuries as Mosi – Oa – Tunya, meaning 

‘The Smoke That Thunders’. The falls, which lie in the country’s tourist capital of Livingstone, in the 

south of Zambia, was declared a World Heritage Site for its unique geological / geomorphologic 

significance. The Victoria Falls area is rich in biodiversity. There are eight gorges as fascinating as the 

falls, as well as the ‘look-out tree’ – an enormous Zambezi valley baobab in which a platform has been 

built for an excellent view of the falls.   

Other Waterfalls  

Although less known (but nonetheless equally as impressive), Zambia is also home to the Kalambo 

Falls are the second most significant waterfalls in Zambia.  Located on the Kalambo River some 33 

kilometres to the north-west of Mbala town in northern Zambia, the Kalambo Falls are nearly twice 

as high as the Victoria Falls and are the second highest uninterrupted falls on the African continent at 

235 meters high.   

Other waterfalls include Ntumbachushi Falls in the Luapula province, Lumangwe Falls, Ngonye Falls 

on the Zambezi, Chipempe Falls and the Chishimba Fal ls located in northern Zambia. These untapped 

waterfalls lie in areas of scenic landscapes providing potential investors with rich areas for 

development 

There are currently two major areas which have been prioritized and earmarked by government for 

potential tourism development and these include the greater Livingstone and the Northern circuit 

situated in the Southern and Northern provinces of Zambia respectively. In order to support these, 

the Government has commenced rehabilitation works of infrastructure  such as roads, airports and 

communications facilities.  



The development of the Northern Tourism Circuit which encompasses Northern, Luapula and part of 

Muchinga Provinces presented an opportunity to not only diversify the economy away from copper 

as the country’s economic mainstay, but also the tourism sector away from the focus of Livingstone 

as the main centre of tourism activities. Considering the huge extent of the Northern Circuit and the 

fact that such investments cannot be done at once due to limited resources, a phased approach 

beginning with an anchor project was deemed feasible and in this regard the Kasaba Bay Tourism 

Project area became the focus. The area encompasses Sumbu National Park, Iyendwe valley, parts of 

Tondwa and Kaputa Game Management areas and Sumbu Township.   

Infrastructural works have begun in the following areas of the Northern circuit: 

Mbala- Kasaba Bay Road - In order to open up the Kasaba Bay Tourism Project area, government 

embarked on the programme to provide key basic infrastructure required for private sector 

investment. The construction of a gravel Mbala –Kasaba Bay road is one such activity and it is expected 

to link Mbala and other surrounding areas to the Kasaba Bay Tourism Project area. The works on the 

construction of the Mbala- Kasaba Bay road through the Road Development Agency (RDA) have 

significantly advanced. Lufubu River Bridge - Works on the bridge on the Lufubu River which will 

connect Mbala to Mpulungu to Sumbu National Park were set to commence once the engineering and 

procurement process are complete. As at April 2013, KR9.0 Million has so far been appropriated to go 

towards the construction of the bridge in the 2013 Annual Work Plan (AWP2013).  Mbala-Kasaba Bay 

Power line - Government through the Rural Electrification Authority, has completed the construction 

of a 146 kilometres, 66 KV power line from Mbala to Kasaba Bay and this has been connected to the 

national grid with some commercial properties in the area utilizing this service. This project was 

completed in April, 2011 at a total cost of K94.0 billion and was technically commissioned on 6th May, 

2011.  

Nkamba Bay Lodge, Ndole Bay Lodge and some parts of Sumbu Township have been connected to 

power. However, the Construction of a culvert under the Kasaba Bay airport runway to facilitate the 

connection of power to Kasaba Bay Lodge is in progress.  

Construction of Lunzua Power Station - In order to ensure increased and sustainable power supply to 

the area, geotechnical and feasibility studies had been undertaken by ZESCO Ltd for the construction 

of a power generating plant at Lunzua power station with a capacity of 14.8 Mega Watts. The 

development of the power station is expected to be executed by the Engineering, Procurement and 

Construction (EPC) contractor.  



Rehabilitation and Extension of Kasaba Bay Airport Runway - Government has advanced with works 

on Kasaba Bay airport runway intended to be extended from 1.7 kilometres to 2.1 kilometres and of 

which 1.5 Km of the major earthworks have been done. 

Manufacturing 

Food and Beverages 

Growth in the sector is largely driven by opportunities in the agro processing (food and beverages), 

textiles and leather subsectors. Opportunities in Zambia include: 

• Peanut butter production, Cashew nut processing 

• Edible oil, Animal or Stock feed production 

• Cassava Processing (food and other industrial products)  

• Fruit Canning and Juice Extraction 

• Meat, dairy, leather and leather products 

• Fish canning and fish meal production 

• Cotton Spinning and Textiles 

• Bio-diesel production and ethanol production 

Soya Bean Processing 
There is a need to diversify the food intake to bring nutritional ingredients in the local diet. Soya is 

now being cultivated in Zambia, and there is an urgent need for soya processing into milk and to fu. 

Chemicals 
Zambia contains many agricultural minerals. Peat and limestone deposits are available for the 

manufacture soil conditioners while phosphates are also available for the production of fertilizers. 

Zambia currently imports about $200 million worth of fertilizers annually, most of this is imported by 

the government in order to subsidize the small scale farmers in rural areas. Major investment 

opportunities exist in the production of fertilizers due to the presence of feasible sources of P 

fertilizers in the following areas 

a) The Chilembwe deposits near Petauke district estimated at 1.6 million tonnes,  

b) Mumbwa deposits at 500,000 tonnes, 

c) Nkombwe (near Isoka district) at 500 million tonnes; and 

d) Kaluwe (near Luangwa) estimated at 207 million tonnes. 

Pharmaceuticals 

Zambia and her surrounding neighbours have relatively high burdens of diseases that require high 

consumption of pharmaceutical products. Malaria, HIV/AIDS and other ailments have constantly 

triggered demand on these products, which are mostly sourced outside Africa. 



There are a limited number of manufacturing companies and pharmaceutical trading companies in 

the country. Most of these manufacturing companies are engaged in the manufacturing of basic 

pharmaceutical formulations (medicines).  

The majority of essential health drugs are still being imported within the region. Therefore there is 

scope for new investments in the manufacture of pharmaceutical products such as moringa and 

Artemisia for the production of coatem, in the country. There are amazing opportunities for Bio Tech 

and Health Tech companies. 

Trade 
Zambia is the cross roads centre for two major regional groupings1. The Southern Africa Development 

Community (SADC) and the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (ZDA, 2015). 

Other market opportunities through agreements / membership to: 

 USA through AGOA Market Initiative 

 Canadian Market Access Initiatives 

 Chinese Market Access Initiative 

 Japanese Market Access  initiative 

  

                                                                 
1 Zambia Development Agency, 2015, http://www.zda.org.zm/?q=content/investment-opportunities  

http://www.zda.org.zm/?q=content/investment-opportunities


Investment Opportunity by Province 

Central Province  

Central Province has an abundance of natural resources and favourable climate for agriculture. 

Consultations highlighted the opportunities that exist in the Province, some of which include agro 

processing, easy proximity and accessibility to markets owing to its central geographical location. 

Copperbelt Province 

Copperbelt Province has been the industrial hub of Zambia and a number of mines are located in the 

region. The economic activities in the Province are largely copper mining-dependent and have been 

declining over the years due to various challenges faced in the mining sector. Although large-scale 

mining will remain an important economic activity for the Province, opportunities for diversifying into 

forestry, agriculture and small-scale mining are highlighted as key growth areas (Ministry of National 

Planning, 2017). 

Eastern Province 

Eastern Province has a number of comparative advantages ranging from arable land, forests and 

abundant wildlife that could promote tourism and its related activities and thus contribute to 

socioeconomic development. Being strategically located near the Nacala Port could enhance trade 

and further boost the integration of Zambia in the Zambia-Malawi-Mozambique Growth Triangle. 

Luapula Province  

Luapula Province has fertile soils, high rainfall patterns and extensive water bodies, with immense 

potential for agriculture, forestry, livestock, fisheries, irrigation development and hydro -power 

development. The Province borders the Democratic Republic of Congo which provides a large market 

for agricultural produce. The road network makes the Province easily accessible and provides an 

opportunity for economic growth. Due to the abundance of water bodies that have capacity for 

hydropower generation, a number of projects are underway to contribute to the supply of electric 

power to serve the needs of the country.  

Further, there is potential in tourism as the Province has a number of rivers, lakes with sandy beaches, 

breath-taking waterfalls, a national park, game management areas and wetlands, including the world 

famous Bangweulu Swamps, home to the rare Black Lechwe and the Shoebill Stork 2. These natural 

attractions can be developed into world-class tourism products. In addition, the Province has various 

mineral deposits that include copper, iron, manganese and precious and semi -precious stones. 

                                                                 
2 Ministry of National Planning, 2017. 7th National Development plan consultations, Lusaka: Ministry of National 
Development Planning. 



Lusaka Province 

The Province hosts the capital city which is a hub for services, businesses and organisations. This 

provides an opportunity to invest in research, science and technology to enhance the performance of 

businesses and organisations. Consultations highlighted that areas of comparative advantage lie in 

agriculture, livestock and fisheries. There are opportunities in the Province to significantly increase its 

production and value addition if the ideal conditions are provided and investment is made in agro 

processing. 

Muchinga Province  

Muchinga Province has investment opportunities in agriculture, tourism and forestry. The Province 

has great potential for tourism development as large portions of both North and South Luangwa 

National Parks are in Muchinga Province. The Province also shares the Bangweulu Wetlands which is 

home to the Black Lechwe and the Shoebill Stork which are both rare species in the world. 

Northern Province  

The comparative advantages of the Province provide opportunities in agriculture, energy generation 

and tourism. There is potential for agriculture due to vast arable land. The Province has several 

waterfalls, the Kasaba Bay, wildlife and other heritage sites which provide immense potential for 

tourism growth3. The existence of huge water bodies (lakes, rivers and streams) provide potential for 

energy generation in the Province. 

North-Western Province  

The Province has potential in mining, agriculture and forestry. Although the Province is ranked second 

to the Copperbelt Province in terms of copper deposits, mining activities in the Province have lagged 

behind due to limited infrastructure investments and supportive environment. 

Southern Province  

Southern Province hosts the tourist capital of Zambia. The Province also hosts one of the eight 

wonders of the world which is the Mosi-oa-Tunya (Victoria Falls) and is a major tourist attraction. The 

Province is an agricultural region, with potential in fisheries, livestock and crop production. The 

Province also has potential in energy generation from hydro, thermal, solar and biogas sources. In 

addition, potential also exists in the Province for mining gemstone and other minerals. 

 

 

                                                                 
3 Ministry of National Planning, 2017. 7th National Development plan consultations, Lusaka: Ministry of National 
Development Planning. 



Western Province 

The Province is endowed with arable land and productive pastures that are suitable for cattle rearing 

and cultivation of cashew nuts, mangoes, rice, timber and cassava. The Province also has water bodies 

that could support aquaculture and is also endowed with mineral deposits. Further, the Province has 

potential in tourism as it hosts the Liuwa and Sioma-Ngwezi National Parks, the Sioma Waterfalls and 

the famous Kuomboka Ceremony. 

 

  



Nominal GDP Growth by Sector  
 

Gross Domestic Product by sector 

Agriculture 
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Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

Zambia's quarterly growth rate in Agriculture sector has been negative in all the recorded 

quarters of 2018. 
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Mining 
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Mining and quarrying

Growth rate in the mining and quarrying sector was in double digits in the first quarter and 

slowed down in the second and third quarter, albeit positive. 

Growth rate in the construction sector has been positive in the first two quarters but fell sharply 

in the third quarter. 



Financial and insurance 

 

 

Real Estate 
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Real estate

Growth in the Real estate sector remained constant in the three recorded quarters of 2018. 

Growth in the financial and insurance sector has been in double digits in the first, second and 

third quarters. This has been the best performing sector in 2018. 



Manufacturing 

 

 

Wholesale and retail trade 
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Wholesale and retail trade 

Growth in the Wholesale and retail trade sector has been positive all quarters of 2018 

Growth rate in the manufacturing sector has been positive in the first two quarters  with a drop 

in third quarter 2018 
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